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A Note on Random Time Changes of Markov Chains 

By D. Pfeifer 

Abstract 

We present simple conditions under which Markov time changes are ob
tained, and give formulae for the resulting transition probabilities. 

1. Introduction 

Let N denote the set of positive integers. We consider random subse
quences {XT ; n E N} of a time-homogeneous Markov chain {Xn; n E N}, 

II 

defined on a probability space (Q, d,P) with arbitrary state space (Je,OO), 
where {Tn; n EN} is a strictly increasing sequence of Markov times. Simple 
conditions are given under which {XT) n EN} again is a Markov chain. and 

formulae for the resulting transition probabilities are presented. This com
pletes results of Pittenger (1982) who considers similar problems, however 
restricted to a countable state space. In what follows XT will denote the 
Markov chain {XT+ n ; n EN} for a Markov time T (cf. Revuz, 1975), and 
a(X) will denote the a-algebra generated by the random variable X. 

2. Main results 

Theorem. If Tn+ 1-Tn is measurable with respect to a(XTII) for all n EN, 

then {XTII ; n EN} and {(Tn' X T); n E N} both are (possibly non-homogene

ous) Markov chains. 

Proof. For any BE 00, n EN, 

(1) 

hence by the strong Markov property, 

P(XT EBIXT , ... ,XT) = E[P(XT EBIa(Xk ; k ~ Tn»IXT , ... ,Xr ] 
11+1 1 II 11+1 I" 

=E[P(XT EBIXr)IXr,···,Xr ] 
11+1 II 1 II 

= P(XT E BIXT ) a.s. 
11+1 II 

(2) 

which says that {Xrll ; n E N} is a Markov chain. Replacing Xn by (n, Xn) 

now also gives the Markov property for {(Tn' X r); n EN}. 
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In fact, the measurability property of the Theorem is equivalent to the 
existence of measureable N-valued functions {fn; n EN} such that 

(3) 

(cf. Billingsley, 1979, Problem 13.6). In this setting, the transition probabil
ities of {Xr ; n E N} and {(Tn' X r ); n E N} are readily obtained. 

" " 

Corollary. Under the conditions of the Theorem, 

P(Tn+1 = k, Xr EBITn = m, Xr = x) 
,,+1 " 

= P(fn+I(XI) = k-m, Xk- m+1 EBIX1 = x) a.s. 

00 

P(Xr EBIXr =x) = " P(fn+I(XI) =j, X)'+I EBIX1 = x) a.s. 
,,+1 " ,LJ 

j=1 

(4) 

(5) 

for nEN, m<k, BE~, xE~. Also, TJ, T2-TJ, ... , Tn+I-Tn are condi
tionally independent given Xr ' ... ,Xr . 

1 " 

Proof This follows immediately from (3) and the homogeneity assump
tions made on {Xn; n EN}. 

As an example, relations (4) and (5) provide simple expressions for the 
transition probabilities of the record value sequence of a Markov chain 
which was investigated by Biondini & Siddiqui (1973). For this purpose, let 
{Xn; nEN} be real-valued such that limsuPn_ooXn=oo a.s. Define 

TI = 1, Tn+1 = inf {k> TnlXk> Xr) 

= Tn+inf{kE NIXr +k> X r }· 
" " 

Then the record times {Tn> n E N} are Markov times, and by the Theorem 
and (3), the record value sequence {Xr,,; n E N} as well as 

{(Tn' Xr); n E N} are Markov chains with 

P(Tn+l=k,Xr EBITn=m, Xr =x) 
,,+1 " 

= P(X2, ""Xk- m ~x< Xk- m+1 EBIX1 = x) a.s. (6) 

00 

P(Xr"+1 EBIXr" = x) = 2: P(X2, ,,,,Xj ~x < Xj +1 EBIXt = x) a.s. 
j=1 

for n E N, m<k, B a Borel set, x E R. 
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